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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I would like to discuss our project on implementing a greenwave for bicycles.



Objectives 

• Reduce the number of times a cyclist 
comes to a stop along a corridor 

• Increase bicycle ridership 
• Improve cyclist safety 
• Mitigate vehicle impact 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Green wave is a signal co-ordination technique where signal timings are adjusted to provide a maximum number of greens at a certain speed. Currently in the downtown area of Vancouver, signal lights are coordinated for the benefit of vehicles and pedestrians and do not consider the impact to bike traffic. Bicycles travelling at a typical speed range of 15 - 25 km/hr may encounter a lot red lights (if not all) along the bikeway, thus having to stop at most intersections. This greatly increases travel time for bikes and makes it inconvenient and uncomfortable for people on bikes to travel along the corridor because of the stopping and going motion, as well as making people impatient.Our project aims to use the greenwave to improve the situation for bikes, and investigating the effects on vehicles.Improve conditions for cyclists by changing signal timing reduces number of stops, saving time, making it more comfortable by reducing stop go action.More convenient for cyclists to increase ridershipHaving a comfortable speed to catch a green wave, reducing red reduces the number of people running red lightsHaving a speed which will minimize the negative impact of cars, or if possible improve itThis will further make biking attractive, and some cities (Portland, Chicago, Amsterdam) have implemented the green wave: Green Wave in Copenhagen is in place on major arteries of the city, it accommodates around 80,000 cyclists each day. This is approximately 26% of all bicycle users in the city which contributes to a liveable and a future sustainable city. The Green Wave has improved the travel speed of both bicycle users and cars. Bicycle users have increased the average speed from 15.1km/hr to 20.7km/hr and car drivers have tried to maintain an average of 45 km/hr.



Scope 
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Presentation Notes
Project area is in Downtown Vancouver and includes 9 intersections on Dunsmuir street from Beatty to Hornby



Scope 

• 9 intersections on Dunsmuir (Beatty-
Hornby) 

• Pre-timed signals 
• One way roadway 
• Two way separated bike path (North 

side) 
 
 

Figure 1. Study Area Map 
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Presentation Notes
Project area is in Downtown Vancouver and includes 9 intersections on Dunsmuir street from Beatty to HornbyWalking, cycling, cars are well-used modes. Dunsmuir Street is not a bus arterial, but cross streets (Granville, Cambie) carry many busses.To simplify some of the complications we selected some of the following:Pretimed signals to eliminate randomness of signal timingsOne way roadway so only one side needs to be optimized for carsMaintaining the same cycle lengths and phases at each intersection, as to minimize impact on neighbouring intersection that are not part of this analysisSeperated bike path from cars which has cyclists going both waysFuture removal of Georgia/Dunsmuir viaduct, would cause less traffic.



Methodology 
• Graphical optimization of coordination  

– Maintain progression for vehicle 
– Increase link bandwidth for bicycles 
– Decrease total number of stops along the 

corridor 
• AM/PM peak analysis (avg queue, avg 

delay) with synchro  
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Two major methods to approach this project:Graphical optimization:Space time diagrams used to plot traffic patterns over time. We modified the offset whilst maintaining a reasonable motorized vehicle progression, possibly with a lower speed. We made an observation that during peak hours, vehicles travel less than at an average of 60km/h.  Maximizing bicycle link bandwidths (i.e. green time window, at a given speed, between any 2 consecutive intersection) at the average measured bicycle speed in each directionMinimizing the number of stops for a bicycle traveling at the average measured speedSecond approach:Synchro 6 to do a AM/PM analysis, at four different scenarios



Data collection – Bike volumes 

• Traffic data was collected for both 
bicycle and pedestrian traffic. 

• Completed at peak afternoon hours 
during October 

Factors: 
• Weather - Cloudy 
• High Volumes 
• Imbalanced Values between 

intersections (Richard - Homer) 
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Presentation Notes
The City of Vancouver provided all data available on the intersections for signal timings, bike and vehicle counts. In October 2016, we conducted pedestrian and bicycle counts along the intersections included in the study area.The traffic counts were completed at peak afternoon travel time between 4:30pm to 5:30pm on a Tuesday, a typical weekday. Notable observations are: Several cyclists ran red lights or performed dangerous maneuvers to avoid stopping, Cyclists were travelling at higher speeds when riding downhill.Cloudy/slightly raining weather may have decreased bike volume, which was cross checked to the values provided by the city. Pedestrian counts may have fallen as well.It was somewhat difficult to count, as there were high volumes of pedestrians and cyclists.



Data collection – Bike volumes 
• ~4% increase in Cyclist 

volumes based off data 
from traffica.ca per 
year 

• This data is used for 
the synchro analysis to 
determine effects of 
Crossing Bikes to traffic 
flows.  
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Presentation Notes
We used the data collected to determine the future bike demand. From the traffica website, we averaged a 4% increase per year from AADT traffic. This is used to estimate the bike demand during 2026, shown in the graph.



Data collection – Bike speeds 

• Spot Speed Survey 
– Conducted at mid-

block 
– Arduino + 2 infrared 

sensors (similar to 
pneumatic tubes), 30 
cm apart 

– 15 mins collection 
(~40-50 bikes each 
segment) 

- Time-stamps logged into 
micro SDcard 

- Post-processing to compute 
bicycle speeds  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data collection roughly at mid-block to minimize speeding up/slowing down that usually happens near the intersectionsData collection happened during 2 different weekdays (a Friday and a Thursday):Data collected during AM peak in WB direction (i.e Beatty → Hornby)Data collected during PM peak in EB direction (i.e Hornby → Beatty)collection for ~15 mins so sample is variable but mostly > 40 samples.Time stamps logged into micro SDcard by ArduinoIn R studio developed an algorithm to do the math to calculate speedsPicture of our beautiful device in action-Validation:	- Not really performed (i.e. compared with speed guns or similar)- Method “roughly validated” by checking the estimated wheelbase of bicycle, which revealed to be in the range of 1 m as it should. This is because both wheel triggers infrared beam so wheelbase time can be computed.Issue of people seeing equipment and slowing down (BIAS?). Usually equipment was hidden. Only orange cones out there for safety but people didn't seem to care (actually some did not see them at all and tossed them…)



Data collection – Bike speeds 
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Presentation Notes
-Results:	- Hill is the elevation profile on Dunsmuir St- Red line WB speed- Green line EB speed- for each direction 1 standard deviation range is shown.	- make sense as graph is ~symmetric	- when road grade increase there is a decrease in speed and vice-versa	- standard deviation is consistent (~1.2m/s i.e. 4.3 kph) but between Hamilton and Cambie EB       because of a bus stop with bump. (bike calming measure)	-reasonableness of results somehow prove the measuring device to be fine



Signal offset graphical optimization - AM 
 

Link 
BandWidth, 
given avg 
bike speed 

STATUS QUO OPTIMIZED 
● Bike link Bandwidth 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain:Y and x axis: space vs time.What bandwidth is: green time window between any 2 intersection, given avg bicycle speed on that link.Slope of line represents speed and there are 3 sections: car, WB, EB bikes.Red and green light at each intersection across the graphTo minimize stopping, you want to be able to catch all the green windows.ON the left side you can side the status quo of signal timing. AVG Bike speed collected are plotted on the Time-Space diagram (lines that don’t have Vcar written on them), together with Vcar=60kph revealed progression by current offsetsOptimization in a MULTIMODAL FASHION i.e for motorized veh and bicyclesGraphical optimization with criteria:	 Maintain a progression for vehicles but at a lower speed (safety for peds and cyclists) Maximize bicycle LINK BANDWIDTH (i.e. green time window between any 2 intersection, given avg bicycle speed on that link) - show what the bandwidth is on the graph Minimize stops for the bike going at the average speed (see next slide)	OTHER minor criteria- small changes in OFFSET signal timing as analysis is not at a network level, and impact on neighbors intersection cannot be assessed- NO CHANGES in cycle lengths or cycle phases. Shortening cycle lengths could have been beneficial, but from relationship seen in class avg delay is very sensitive at short cycle lengthsHow was it performed ?Just trial&error increasing/decreasing offsets at each intersection maintaining progression for vehicles



Signal offset graphical optimization - AM 

STATUS QUO OPTIMIZED 
● # stops at avg bike speed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
looking at a more “aggregate level” than link bandwidth i.e. how would the avg cyclist perform along the corridor (optimization criteria minimizing bike stops)NUMBER OF STOPS COMPARISON for the AVG bike speedAVG bicycle going WB stop only once AFTER IMPROVEMENTAVG bicycle going EB stop only once AFTER IMPROVEMENTNOTE that LINK Bandwidth is very small, and speed st.dev is high, so a larger bandwith would be better for cicyclists to benefit from this new progressionFOR THE PM (which is not shown here) peak signal timing similar approach was used andAVG bicycle going WB stop only once AFTER IMPROVEMENT (as opposed to 2)AVG bicycle going EB stop only once AFTER IMPROVEMENT (as opposed to 3)NOTE that LINK Bandwidth is very small, and speed st.dev is high, so a larger badnwith would be better for cicyclists to benefit from this new progression



Cyclists impacts summary 

1) Bicycle travel 
time 

 
–AM peak 

•EB: -18.5s 
•WB: -25.2 

–PM peak 
•EB: -14.0 s 
•WB: -30.1 s  

 

2)Change of # stops at 
avg speed 

 
–AM peak 

•EB: -2 stops 
•WB: -1 stop 

–PM peak 
•EB: -2 stops 
•WB: -1 stop 
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Presentation Notes
Overall sum of bandwidth change in each direction decreased only in EB direction during AM peak (low volumes)# stops per cyclists at average speed decreasesNOTE that bandwidths used to see # stops at average speed are narrow (down to 6 sec sometimes), therefore this analysis is very sensitive to bicycle speed.



Synchro traffic analysis 
 Intersection 
(at Dunsmuir)   Lane 

AM   PM  

Existing  
  

Green 
Wave 

  

Existing  
  

Green 
Wave 

  
95th Queue   95th Queue   95th Queue   95th Queue   

Hornby  
  

 WBT 105.5   102.3 39.7  82.1  
 NBT  40.4  40.4 40.3  40.3  

Howe  
 WBT  133.2  3.9 133.3  4.5  
SBT 40.8 41.0 58.9 58.9 

Granville  
 WBT  49.4  115 53.3  118  
SBT 11.1 11.1 17.8 17.8 

Seymour  
 WBT 71   47.1 67.2  25.7  
NBT 44.8 44.8 36.5 36.5 

Richards  
 WBT 22   10.7 7.3  0  
SBT 34.3 34.3 42.2 42.2 

Homer  
 WBT  2.9  2.0 13.6  5.3  
NBT 36.4 36.4 26.8 26.8 

Hamilton  
 WB  14.8 130.6  9.7  103.9  
NBT 6.8 6.8 8.8 8.8 
SBT 27.4 27.4 51.8 51.2 

Cambie  
 WB  13.7  7.2 11.1  26.9  
NBT 58.6 58.6 38.3 38.3 
SBT 105.5 105.5 84.1 84.3 

Beatty  
 WB  158.6 158.6  90.9  90.9  
NBT 39.5 39.5 61.4 61.4 
SBT 14.4 14.4 33.5 33.5 
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The differences in results produced by SimTraffic and HCM also points to the issue of not having enough time to polish the model for the most realistic results: grade, peak hour factor, bike/ped factor,…. VISSIM would have been a better analysis tool, but demands more modelling efforts and power. 



Advantages of Design 
• Reduced waiting time for cyclists 
• Increased safety (progression for 

~40kph) 
–for pedestrians 
–for bicycles 

• Increased cyclist incentive 
 Other Elements of Design 
● Reduced vehicle speed 

 



Limitations 
• Only Dunsmuir St is considered – no 
broader network consideration 

• Optimization for average bike speed - but 
high variability was measured (~4 kph)  

• Impact minimized by not changing cycle 
lengths and phases length 

• Try to minimize offset changes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This analysis was heavily limited in scope by the time allowance and the means we could use. However it represents a solid foundation to tackle advanced signal operation on multi-modal corridors.A more rigorous analysis could be conducted with the following.Performing a comprehensive stakeholder consultation (our online survey had a poor and biased sample);Bicycle speed data collection could be improved by validation of the methodology, comparing measured speed with cycle computers or speed guns. Moreover, speed measurements could be improved by reaching a sample size that guarantee a minimum 5% confidence interval at all sessions;Collecting arrival rates of bicycles to be used to model the average delay for all bicycles as opposed to the delay for the average speed bicycle (as performed in this study);Using more sophisticated microsimulation models (e.g. VISSIM), where multi-modal streets can be modeled and bicycle speed can be input properly, without Synchro’s link speed limitation (min. 20 km/h);Performing analysis including at least all adjacent intersections.Consider application on other multi-modal corridors (e.g. Hornby St, Beatty St and 10th Ave between Main St and Burrard St)Exploring coordination for lower than measured bicycle speeds, as an attempt to reduce bicycle speeding and increase safety.Including pedestrian speed in signal optimization. A true multi-modal analysis would try to look into some sort of progression for pedestrians [21]. However, this is fascinating but very challenging because pedestrian travel behavior has always been the least investigated.



Conclusions and last remarks 

• Early steps of analysis: coordinating 
traffic lights for people biking is 
feasible. 

• Further analysis of the entire 
network. 

• Need to consider bicycle speed 
variation, interactions at heavy 
pedestrian intersections. 
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Hornby, Beatty and Commercial



Thank You for Listening 
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